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10 September 2019 
RE: Hawkhurst Golf Club planning application 19/02025/hybrid  

Background: 

Objections - 358, plus CPRE, Woodland Trust & High Weald AONB Unit 

Support - 3 

Neither - 2 

Comments: 

The number of objections (358) reveals the strength of feeling against this development. 

Numerous reasons are given for these objections including but not limited to the impact on 

the AONB, local wildlife, and the environment; traffic congestion; concerns over access by 

emergency vehicles; impact on residents who will no longer be able to use the Cranbrook 

Road to access facilities in the village; huge increase in housing for a village the size of 

Hawkhurst (an increase of 20%); no need for these houses when properties from other 

recent development are still vacant; impact on conservation areas; permanent impact on the 

character of the village; inability of Hawkhurst’s infrastructure to support this application etc. 

These are very real concerns. Hawkhurst has seen a great deal of development recently and 

the infrastructure is already struggling to cope. Much of this is not within the gift of the 

developer to rectify. For instance, the primary school is nearing capacity. The GP surgeries 

are full, with residents having to wait significant periods of time for appointments. Indeed, 

within the objections to this application, one of the GPs has raised concerns about their 

practice’s ability to manage local demand at present let alone with a further influx of 

residents. Regardless of whether or not a new GP practice is built, more doctors are needed. 

Two of the local GPs have announced their intention to retire in the near future. It cannot be 

assumed that doctors will be available to meet the increase in demand. 

Equally concerning is the lack of capacity for sewage. We have repeatedly informed TWBC 

that Hawkhurst’s sewage treatment plants are over capacity, resulting in sewage spilling into 

the streams and a regular requirement for sewage to be taken away from the treatment 

works by tanker. A recent incident of the sewage treatment works overflowing is currently 

being investigated by the Environment Agency. Southern Water have recognised that there 

is insufficient capacity in the public sewer network for this development. In their comment 

dated 12th August, they state that “as treatment capacity is not available to serve the 

development, we would regard the development as premature.” Therefore, surely permission 

for this application cannot be granted. 

Many residents have raised concerns about flooding and the impact on neighbouring 

properties, as well as those along the course of Slip Mill Stream. The golf course itself is 

prone to flooding as is Slip Mill Lane, but there are also several areas of high flood risk to the 

east of the development, including Ockley Wood, Heartenoak and Water Lane. It essential 
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that further investigations are undertaken to fully consider the potential for flooding caused by 

this development. 

NDP: 

This application does not comply with Hawkhurst’s NDP. It is a large development and, 

therefore, would need to comply with HD1(b) which states: 

1. Larger developments of 10 or more houses will only be supported if it can be 
demonstrated that there are exceptional circumstances as prescribed by the NPPF 
and if it can be demonstrated that their impact on the sensitive landscape setting and 
the considerable environmental constraints of Hawkhurst can be effectively mitigated. 

 

There are no exceptional circumstances to justify this development. There is no need 

for a development of this size in Hawkhurst. The village has exceeded its housing quota set 

out in previous local plans and the draft Local Plan has not yet gone out for consultation. 

Both the High Weald AONB Unit and CPRE have raised questions over the accuracy of the 

Borough’s housing numbers, with the High Weald AONB Units stating that these should be 

tested through the Local Plan examination. The absence of a 5-year supply does not justify 

this application. 

The construction of the “relief” road cannot be considered exceptional circumstances. We do 

not believe that the road will provide the benefits indicated. A view that is supported by the 

High Weald AONB Unit and CPRE both of which criticise the application for ignoring the 

issue of “induced” traffic. Furthermore, the objection by the Campaign to Protect Hawkhurst 

Village (4.20) provides very detailed analysis demonstrating that this development will have a 

severe impact on the High Street and crossroads. Even if the “relief” road were to prove 

effective, the absence of viable transport alternatives to the car means that Hawkhurst 

cannot be considered an appropriate location for a development of this size. 

Moreover, the application has failed to demonstrate that the impact on the sensitive 

landscape setting and the considerable environmental constraints of Hawkhurst can be 

effectively mitigated. 

2. Proposals will be subject to the following criteria: 
(i) The proposed development contributes to sustainable development - The 

proposed development does not contribute to sustainable 
development, see below. 

(ii) Any application is supported by an assessment of the environmental and 
visual impact of the proposal and include as necessary appropriate 
mitigation measures - The landscape and visual impact assessment 
recognises that there will be an adverse impact on the landscape. The 
High Weald AONB unit considers this to be a significant adverse impact.  

(iii) The proposal can demonstrate effective physical integration with the 
existing settlement patterns found in and around Hawkhurst - As indicated 
in Paragraph 7.7 of Hawkhurst’s NDP, the intention of HD1 is to ensure 
that future housing does not impact negatively on the village’s positive 
relationship with the surrounding countryside and existing built areas. This 
development would completely change the approach to the village both 
travelling east on the A268 and south on the A229. It would have a 
detrimental impact on the conservation areas and would erode the 
separation between Highgate and Gills Green. 

(iv) The proposals demonstrate how they meet the objectives of the High 
Weald AONB Management Plan - the application fails to do so. The High 
Weald AONB Unit’s objection to this application states that the “proposal 



is unjustified major development that will have a significant adverse 
impact on the AONB, ecological affects and the requirements of the 
new road, and is therefore contrary to Paragraph 172 of the NPPF and 
Tunbridge Wells Borough Council’s own policies for the AONB set 
out in the High Weald AONB Management Plan adopted in March 
2019.”   

 

AONB: 

This is an entirely inappropriate development for an area of outstanding natural beauty. This 

is a view that is shared by CPRE and the High Weald AONB Unit, both of whom object to this 

proposal. The AONB is a small-scale landscape suited to small-scale development - this 

is not small-scale. In fact, our understanding is that it would be one of, if not, the largest 

development proposed for the AONB nationally. Paragraph 172 of the NPPF indicates that 

“great weight should be given to enhancing and conserving landscape and scenic beauty 

in… Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the highest status of protection in 

these issues.”  The paragraph continues “the scale and extent of development within these 

designated areas should be limited.” 

The planning statement accepts that this development will harm the AONB, but considers 

that the benefits outweigh the harm. However, we can see little benefit in this application. It 

will result in increased traffic congestion, worsen air pollution, damage the landscape, impact 

on wildlife, require significant loss or trees and habitats, result in a loss of sports provision 

and open space amongst other impacts. Furthermore, the High Weald AONB Unit raise the 

issue that a roundabout of this size is” totally alien to the character of the AONB.” 

Road: 

We share residents’ concerns that the road will not resolve Hawkhurst’s notorious traffic 

problems. At 7m wide, this road is narrower than Highgate Hill. This hardly inspires 

confidence that the road will provide relief, especially as the bus stops will be on the road 

itself.  

The Transport Assessment explains that HGVs will be redirected to the Flimwell crossroads 

via signage. However, there is nothing in place to prevent HGVs turning left at the 

roundabout along the High Street back into the centre of the village and then proceeding to 

turn right at the crossroads to continue south on the A229 and B2244. This would result in 

even more congestion at the Hawkhurst crossroads than is currently the case as HGVs will 

struggle to make the right turn, blocking the junction as a result. However, the alternative for 

HGVs heading south is to travel a longer distance to join the tailback approaching the 

Flimwell crossroads before trying to make a near-impossible left turn. Perhaps, the rural 

lanes of North Hill Road and Delmonden Lane will prove to be a more attractive option, 

neither of which are suitable for HGVs. 

Numerous concerns have been raised about the impact that this development will have on 

local rural lanes. These will continue to be used as rat runs, as they are now. It seems logical 

to conclude if there are more cars on the roads, then more cars will be using these lanes. 

They cannot cope with the current level of use, the edges of the roads are collapsing limiting 

the availability of passing places, the banks are being eroded. Our sunken lanes are a key 

feature of our landscape and should be protected.    

Despite assertions elsewhere that this proposal encourages walking and cycling, the 

roundabout design does not provide provision for a crossing for pedestrians or cyclists, which 



is particularly concerning given that there is a school on the opposite side of the High Street 

to the development. Paragraph 110 of the NPPF notes that applications for development 

should “give priority first to pedestrians and cycle movements, both within the scheme and 

with neighbouring areas.” This is evidently not the case with this application. 

It would appear from the plan that the roundabout “leads” traffic into turning left towards the 

village. There have also been concerns raised by residents of a neighbouring property that it 

would appear to incorporate some of their land. We are particularly worried by safety 

concerns raised by residents about the proximity of the roundabout to their drives, especially 

for Falcon House where visibility will be limited. If TWBC were minded to grant this 

application, further work is required to ensure that the roundabout design will work safely for 

all users. 

It is unacceptable that the accident data utilised in the Transport Assessment is so out of 

date, especially given that there was a fatal accident at a junction with the High Street very 

near to the proposed roundabout less than a year ago. 

The proposed alterations at the Flimwell junction need further examination. We note the 

absence of statements from East Sussex and Highways England, which is concerning given 

that this proposal is reliant on changes to the A21 in East Sussex. A statement from both of 

these highways authorities is essential. 

Sustainability: 

There is a presumption in favour of sustainable development (paragraph 11 of NPPF). 

However, this application is not sustainable. 

This is not a sustainable location for a development of this size. Yes, it is reasonably close to 

the village facilities at Highgate. But there are very limited local employment opportunities. 

Existing facilities and services are of a size suitable for a village and will not be able to 

accommodate such a large influx of residents. Therefore, this development will actually be 

encouraging the use of private cars. 

Table 2.2 of the Transport Assessment provides walking distances, many of which do fall 

below the 800m limit identified in the NDP (7.17) although notably neither the school or 

Tesco fall within this limit. This is measured from the roundabout, not from the housing itself, 

which admittedly would be impossible due to the size of the site. Consequently, the actual 

walking distance will be well beyond this for many of the potential residents of this new 

development. Paragraph 2.5.2 of the Transport Assessment recognises that residents will be 

unable to get to work or secondary education on foot. There are no state schools within 

walking distance of this development. It is misleading to suggest that these trips could be 

made by public transport. There is no bus service to the nearest train station. Hawkhurst 

children attending Cranbrook School are not eligible for a school bus service. The timing and 

infrequency of buses severely limits the practicality of using buses to get to and from work, 

for instance, the last bus leaves Tunbridge Wells at 18:33. 

The properties at the northern end of the site are not within walking distance of the facilities 

at Highgate. Recently an application for development in a similar location (19/01313) was 

turned down on the grounds that it was not considered to comprise a sustainable location, 

stating that “residents would be reliant on the use of private cars for the majority of trips, 

which does not support the move to a low carbon future as required by Paragraph 95 of the 

National Planning Policy Framework.”  



The Transport Assessment (2.3.4) asserts that “the local highway network within Hawkhurst 

is also considered suitable for on-carriageway cycling due to the low-speed environment 

within the village.” This is so far from the truth. Hawkhurst has a significant issue with 

speeding and several residents have presented data from the local Speedwatch group to 

corroborate this. These roads which are “suitable for on-carriageway cycling” are the same 

roads which are considered to be unsafe for speed checks by the police, the same roads 

where residents’ parked cars are frequently damaged, the same roads where a speed survey 

for another proposed development (19/01299/FULL) recorded 85th percentile average vehicle 

speeds of 39.3mph and 41.4mph in the 30mph limit. Hawkhurst roads are not safe for 

cycling. 

Since current residents of Hawkhurst rely on their cars to access services, it seems highly 

fanciful to suggest that future residents will not do the same. 

Sustainability has three dimensions - economic, social and environmental. In terms of the 

economic objective, there is no doubt that a development of this size will provide 

employment opportunities during the construction phase. However, this would apply 

regardless of where the development occurred. It is highly questionable whether there will be 

any economic benefit to the village in the longer term. There are concerns that closing the 

Cranbrook Road will impact on the businesses there, as they will lose passing trade. Given 

the choice of driving around the “relief” road, joining the queuing traffic back into the shops 

on the Rye Road, fighting for the inadequate parking spaces or driving to Cranbrook, it 

seems likely that many residents in the northeast quadrant of the village will opt to shop in 

Cranbrook. Similarly, many residents in Flimwell currently shop in Hawkhurst. Why would 

they choose to join the queues into the village centre when they can simply follow the road to 

Cranbrook? 

In terms of the social dimension, whilst the provision of the Village Park is potentially a 

positive, this comes with the loss of open green space and sports facilities, plus a huge 

addition to the population that will alter village life irrevocably. It is hard to see how this could 

be considered a social benefit. The increase in traffic and over demand for limited resources 

will do nothing to support our community’s health, social and cultural wellbeing. 

There is no environmental benefit to this proposal. It will involve the removal of numerous 

mature trees. Whilst these may not be assessed as particularly good specimens, they still 

provide valuable habitat for local wildlife. This proposal will impact on numerous species: 

dormice, bats, badgers, reptiles, newts, eels, birds, hedgehogs, in addition to all of the other 

wildlife that inhabits this area. This application would result in the bat roosts being removed, 

slow worms and grass snakes having to be relocated, the loss of dormice habitat and loss of 

birds’ breeding habitat. 

Traffic: 

Hawkhurst cannot cope with current levels of traffic let alone that which would result from this 

development. Hawkhurst crossroads is severely overcapacity. 

We note that the developers believe that that the new road would result in a betterment in the 

traffic at Hawkhurst crossroads. However, we have great reservations about the accuracy of 

the traffic data. Firstly, the traffic surveys were taken in the period between the “Beast from 

the East” and the “mini Beast from the East” when drivers were being warned of the dangers 

of driving, and were advised to stay at home. Secondly, no attempt has been made to 

measure traffic throughout the summer when both the A21 and A268 are heavily congested 

with traffic heading to the coast. Obviously, to be of value a traffic survey needs to be 



representative of normal traffic conditions. But as main routes to the coast, the massive 

increase in tourist traffic is normal and, as a consequence, these roads are just as congested 

(if not more so) at weekends as on weekdays. 

The analysis in Section 6 of the Transport Assessment seems particularly questionable. For 

example, the exclusion of Hastings as a destination for food shopping reveals a concerning 

lack of local knowledge, which is particularly troubling when all of the assumptions in this 

section of the report appear to be based on DHA’s “professional experience and local 

knowledge”. 

The Campaign to Protect Hawkhurst Village’s objection provides detailed information with 

regard to the traffic impacts (Section 4), most of which are based on the traffic data provided 

in the application. The applicant’s own traffic data demonstrates that there will be a 

significant increase in traffic through the crossroads compared to the current 

situation. This is despite the fact that it has not allowed for the 10% of induced traffic that 

can be expected to result from the introduction of the new road. This is a significant increase 

in traffic through a junction that is already operating over capacity. Table 4-10 of the 

Environmental Statement demonstrates that the golf course development will result in 96% 

more traffic approaching the crossroads from the High Street than would be the case if the 

development and “relief” road did not go ahead in 2033 (this represents a 136% increase on 

the current situation). The “relief” road will not solve Hawkhurst’s traffic problem - it simply 

diverts it around a longer route.  

Residents have raised concerns about the impact of the increased traffic flow on the 

conservation area at Iddenden Green. In practice, the impact of the increased traffic levels 

will be felt well beyond Hawkhurst. The Flimwell crossroads is already overcapacity and this 

development will exacerbate this. It is not uncommon for southbound queues to start at the 

Lamberhurst bypass (especially in the summer with the traffic for the coast), resulting in 

traffic diverting through Goudhurst, or via Wadhurst and Ticehurst in an attempt to avoid the 

queues. The fact that satnavs recommend a diversion route through Tunbridge Wells itself in 

order to avoid traffic gives some indication of just how severe the congestion is. 

We have no confidence that this proposal will improve the traffic situation in Hawkhurst or 

that the proposed minor alterations to the Flimwell junction will make this a viable alternative 

route.  

Of particular concern is that the “false promise” of the “relief” road will prevent any alternative 

effective solutions to Hawkhurst’s traffic issues being explored.  

Environmental Concerns:  

None of us can ignore the environmental threats we are facing. Indeed, TWBC has recently 

declared a climate emergency. In this context, there is no justification for a development of 

this size in a location so poorly served by public transport. The future occupants of this 

development will be reliant on their cars for work, shopping, etc. This in itself is contrary to 

the NPPF which requires that “significant development should be focused on locations which 

are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine 

choice of transport modes. This can help to reduce congestion, emissions, and improve air 

quality and public health” (para 103). There is no genuine choice of transport modes in 

Hawkhurst. There is no railway station, buses are infrequent and there is no bus service to 

our nearest station at Etchingham. But more than this, the congestion on the local roads 

within the village, the neighbouring junction with the A21 at Flimwell and on the A21 itself 

result in even more emissions. 



 

In light of this, there cannot be many locations in the Borough that are less suited to a 

development of this size than Hawkhurst. There is simply no viable alternative to using a car! 

It is our belief that the air pollution levels in Hawkhurst are unacceptably high. This has been 

monitored for the past year and we should have data available later this month. The 

additional cars associated with this development will result in even greater air pollution. Of 

particular concern is the section of road along the High Street from the proposed roundabout 

to the centre of the village. The pavement here is below the level of the road, so any 

pedestrians’ heads are level with the exhausts. There will be a significant increase in traffic 

on this route (136% of current traffic levels) as not only will it have to accommodate the traffic 

travelling east/west along the A268, but also all of the re-routed traffic that currently travels 

on the A229 north/south. 

Coupled with this increase in traffic congestion is the removal of 154 individual trees and 17 

groups of trees - just for the road. At this stage, there is no indication of how many further 

trees will need to be removed for the housing. Not only will this development add to the level 

of air pollution in our village, but it is also reducing the trees which are the “lungs” of our 

village. 

The Woodland Trust objects to this application on the basis of potential deterioration and 

disturbance to two areas of ancient woodland; a concern which is shared by many 

Hawkhurst residents. Their objection is based on the fact that there is no wholly exceptional 

reason for the development as would be required by the NPPF (paragraph 175). 

Summary: 

The much-touted relief road proposal proves to be a disappointment. We suspect many 

villagers had anticipated something more akin to the Lamberhurst bypass. It is still 

questionable whether this would have been worth sacrificing such a beautiful and sensitive 

site, but at least it would have provided hope that our ongoing traffic woes might have been 

resolved. Instead, we have a proposal that simply reroutes the existing traffic, together with 

adding a further 800+ cars as well as opening the village up to further development - at least 

until it has been proved that the “improvements” haven’t improved things at all, by which time 

it will be too late and our village will have been destroyed. 

Recommendation: 

We object to this application. 

We understand that the traffic lights at Hawkhurst crossroads are not currently utilising the 

most effective technology. We have been advised that the use of Puffin technology would 

improve the performance of the lights. Surely, this should be implemented before a huge 

swathe of greenfield land in the AONB is sacrificed. 

If TWBC is minded to approve this application, then it is essential that action is taken to 

change the HGV route (and satnavs) to prevent traffic using the A229 south of this 

development. 

 



More steps need to be taken to protect wildlife and habitats, for instance ensuring that 

buffers to the ancient woodland are at least 20m, that appropriate provision is put in place to 

protect wildlife from the road etc. 

Regardless of its objection to this application, Hawkhurst Parish Council will be submitting a 

Section 106 request. Section 106 obligations are supposed to mitigate the impacts of a 

development proposal. However, given that HPC has no experience of an application of this 

size - hardly surprising, given that it is without precedent within the AONB - the Parish 

Council requires more time to work on this.  

Please ensure that HPC has submitted a Section 106 request before an agreement is 

reached with the developer. 

Voting: 

Declared an interest and abstained from voting Cllrs Taylor-Smith and Weeden 

Absent due to illness Cllr Jones 

Votes in favour of the application – None 

Votes objecting to the application - 10 (Cllrs Escombe, Whittle, Appelbe, Fitzpatrick, Hunt, 

Cory, Pyne, Lusty, Blake and Green) 


